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Evren Sungur’s ,ifth solo show God	Complex can be seen at Art On Istanbul from October 31st to 
December 7th, 2019. With this series that has been two years in the making, the artist focuses on 
the social order that develops around polytheistic beliefs and feeds on this rich mythology to ob-
serve the modern-day human. 

For the God	Complex exhibition, Evren Sungur focuses on the archaic god statues commissioned 
by the government and imagines the dei,ied individuals of today by referencing said-statues. Ac-
cording to Sungur, while in the past, the ruling class established the order by embracing a power 
greater than themselves, today, this practice corresponds to the dei,ication of leaders and then of 
individuals. Sungur approaches the topic of “exaggerated individuality”, which he points out as 
the main issue of the exhibition, with divine and imposing ,igures that are in the centre of the 
paintings. 

Inspired by the gods created by the Anatolian civilizations, the artist sets out from the blunt 
forms of god designs that are created through a combination of sacred animals and are devel-
oped with the material and technical constraints of the period. Ultimately, the gods that are sym-
bolized in the paintings, convey a tragedy behind their majestic appearance: they are deprived of 
the appropriate equipment necessary for their function, such as the sky god who cannot ,ly due 
to its short wings. 

The landscape, which set the ground in the painting of Evren Sungur, remains prominently in the 
background, while the crowded ,igures and intense composition elements give way to big patch-
es of colour, singular ,igures and empty spaces with this exhibition. 

Evren	Sungur	

Evren Sungur was born in Istanbul in 1980. He graduated from the Department of Architecture at the Fac-
ulty of Engineering and Architecture of Yeditepe University in 2002, and then studied sculpture in Mimar 
Sinan Fine Arts University. Sungur held four solo exhibitions entitled “Personator” (Art On Istanbul, Istan-
bul, 2017), “Live Broadcast” (Akademililer Art Center, Istanbul, 2010), “Tour de Force” (Gallery Zilberman, 
Istanbul, 2012), and “Organic Machines - Sketch for a Sculpture” (Summart Art Center, Istanbul, 2015). His 
works were exhibited at “100 Painters of Tomorrow” (Beers Contemporary, London, 2014) and START 
London (London, 2016). He participated in art fairs in Istanbul, Berlin, Marrakech, Basel, and London. His 
works were featured in the book entitled “100 Painters of Tomorrow,”. He’s continuing his work at his stu-
dio in Moda, İstanbul.   

Visiting	Hours: Tuesday - Saturday | 10 a.m. – 7 p.m. 

For	further	information	and	visual	materials: eylul@artonistanbul.com


